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May 1, 2020 

 

Sandy O’Laughlin 

Commissioner, Financial Institutions Division 

3300 W. Sahara Ave., Suite 250 

Las Vegas, Nevada 89102 

 

Re: Emergency Directive 017 

 

Dear Commissioner O’Laughlin: 

 

Credit unions in the state have been proud to work with your divison during these difficult times. 

Together we have assisted thousands of Nevadans facing extreme economic hardship.  Credit unions 

have gladly worked with their members to defer thousands of loans, from auto to mortgage. We have 

embraced the Governor’s Directives with open arms and have been exceeding expectations in many 

instances. It is with this in mind that we turn to you for guidance on Emergency Directive 017. 

 

On April 30, 2020, Nevada Governor Steve Sisolak issued Directive 017 that exempts COVID-19 stimulus 

funds from setoffs.  

 

While our organization agrees with the principle of the Directive, there are operational challenges that 

we are faced with and we are respectfully asking the Financial Institutions Division to issue guidance on 

Directive 017 so that credit unions can comply while overcoming some operational and regulatory 

challenges.  We are seeking clarification and guidance on the following questions below, particularly as 

they pertain to liens, fees and right of setoff.  

 

• Does the scope of Section 6 in the Directive, which states COVID-19 stimulus funds include all 

forms of federal financial COVID-19 relief including Paycheck Protection Program loans?  

• Most credit unions utilize third-party transaction processing systems that do not distinguish 

between Economic Impact Payment (EIP) payments from other types of federal credits. How 

does a credit union, for example, differentiate between a tax refund and an EIP? There is no 

unique identifier distinguishing one from the other. This is easily remedied if a member deposits 

a check in person but not with mobile and ATM deposits or ACH direct deposits.  

• If a credit union is to credit back an account for EIP funds used to satisfy a negative balance, 

operationally how does the credit union do that? Should a new/sub account be opened or is it a 

loan?  
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• Without the member notifying the credit union that stimulus funds have been used to cover an 

overdraft, the credit union does not have a clear way to know which accounts have had 

overdrafts cleared with stimulus funds.   

• As noted, EIP funds received via ACH or an ATM transaction will automatically first be applied to 

cure any negative balance in the account.  Must credit unions automatically reverse all amounts 

credited against the negative account balance, such that the member has use of 100% of the 

EIP?  If it does so, must the credit union write off the debt evidenced by the negative balance?  

(Experience tells us that many members would prefer that the EIP be applied to correct any 

overdrafts.) 

• We understand that credit union regulations prohibit disparate treatment of members. How 

should a credit union respond to criticism that some members will benefit from the credit 

union’s favorable treatment of their overdraft while others who are not receiving an EIP will 

continue to carry a negative balance? 

Issuing guidance on Directive 017 will help credit unions continue to try to do the right thing for our 

members.  

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

Nevada Credit Union League 

 


